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ABSTRACT

When building a service-oriented system, a service integrator retrieves a set of potentially useful 
services from registries and then inspects their documentation to eventually decide which services 
to use. This task needs to be supported by proper tools that help service interface/documenta-
tion understanding, highlighting the relationships existing between the retrieved services. This 
paper proposes an approach, based on Formal Concept Analysis, to understand relationships 
between services, as well as between operations of a complex service, by analyzing service 
interfaces and documentation. The approach allows an analyst to cluster similar services, 
highlights hierarchical relationships and, in general, commonalities and differences between 
services. To support the proposed approach, we developed a tool that provides several service 
browsing capabilities. Finally, the approach has been evaluated with different case studies built 
upon real sets of services.

Keywords: formal concept analysis; service discovery and selection; WSDL information 
extraction

INTRODUCTION
The diffusion of Web services is radically 

changing the landscape of software engineering. 
It permits to realize a piece of functionality by 
searching, composing and executing services, 
while not physically integrating them in a 
system. 

In this scenario, once requirements have 
been elicited, the analyst can use them as a 
guide to search whether there are some services 

able (alone or in combination) to (fully or par-
tially) realize a particular requirement or use 
case (Jones, Maiden, Zachos, & Zhu, 2005). 
Hopefully, the query over the registries will 
produce a list of related services. However, to 
understand service features, and to select the 
most appropriate services for a particular need, 
very often the only source of documentation 
available is limited to the WSDL (Web Service 
Description Language) interface (Christensen, 
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Curbera, Meredith, & Weerawarana, 2001). The 
choice of services which are the most appropriate 
to the user functional and non-functional require-
ments could become a hard task, especially when 
the number of retrieved services is not small and 
their service interfaces complex. This introduces 
the need for a tool able to support the browsing 
and selection of services retrieved from registries. 
In particular, it might be useful to highlight a 
number of relationships that exist between any 
two services s1 and s2. For example: 

1. s1 and s2 are completely independent, in 
other words, they do not share features 
nor information required to perform their 
task/produce results;

2. s1 and s2 share a set of features, while hav-
ing each one some peculiar characteris-
tics. For example, a service for purchasing 
a flight ticket and a service for purchasing 
a train ticket require a starting location, 
a destination and a travel date. However, 
the artifacts the two services produce are 
different (flight ticket vs. train ticket); 

3. s2 provides features additional to those 
provided by s1. As an example, we may 
have two Webcam services both returning 
a photo of Manhattan and one of them 
also returning some short movies;

4. s2 requires, in order to work, more in-
formation than s1. For example, while 
a search hotel service only requires the 
city, the start date and the number of days 
of the stay, a hotel booking service also 
requires the credit card information;

5. s1 and s2 are fundamentally equivalent, 
i.e., one can be used in place of the other 
(e.g., two temperature services provided 
by two different companies). 

Similar relationships can be identified 
between two operations o1 and o2 of a complex 
service:

1. Operations o1 and o2 are completely 
independent, in other words, they do 
not share features, required inputs or 
produced outputs;

2. o1 and o2 share a set of features, inputs 
or outputs. However, each one has some 
difference from the other;

3. o2 provides additional features or produce 
further outputs than o1;

4. o2 requires, in order to work, more inputs 
than o1;

5. o1 and o2 are fundamentally equivalent, 
in other words, one can be used in place 
of the other.

This paper proposes the use of Formal 
Concept Analysis (FCA) and concept lattices 
to highlight the above defined relationships 
holding between different services or service 
operations. Concept lattices are built upon a 
context obtained from keywords extracted from 
service descriptions or operation parameters and 
are used to support the understanding of Web 
services through their interfaces. While similar 
techniques can be used to classify other types 
of documents, some characteristics of WSDLs, 
such as the use of complex types defined as 
XML schemas, makes the use of FCA particular 
useful in this context.

Overall, the main research contributions 
presented in this paper are the following: 

• A novel approach for understanding 
service interfaces. The approach is based 
on an existing mathematical theory, 
FCA, and extends the preliminary work 
proposed in the paper (Bruno et al., 
2005), allowing different comprehension 
levels; 

• A tool named Service Explorer, imple-
mented to support the service browsing 
and selection over concept lattices, and 
also providing mechanisms for query 
refinement; and 

• The evaluation of the proposed approach 
through four different case studies. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, we 
motivate and describe the proposed approach, 
explaining how it can be used to improve the 
comprehension of services from their interfaces 
and to support service annotation. Then, we de-
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scribe the main features of the Service Explorer 
tool. Subsequently, we show the applicability 
and the effectiveness of the proposed approach 
in comprehending different sets of services. 
After, we briefly describe related research ac-
tivities to underline the relevance of the topic 
and motivate our work. Finally, concluding 
remarks are given. 

USING FORMAL
CONCEPT ANALYSIS FOR

SERVICE SELECTION
AND UNDERSTANDING
The service classification and selection 

approach proposed in this paper is based on the 
usage of concept lattices to identify relationships 
between services or between service operations 
and to help the understanding types defined 
inside service interfaces. We build concept 
lattices by applying Formal Concept Analysis 
(FCA) to the documentation available for the 
considered set of services.

Building the Service Lattice
FCA is a mathematical theory that permits 

the identification of groups of objects having 
common attributes (Birkoff, 1940). For our 
problem, objects represent services (or service 
operations) while attributes are keywords char-
acterizing the services. 

For example, let us consider a set of 
services for booking tickets for leisure events, 
such as concerts, sport events or movies. For 
simplicity’s sake, let us assume that each service 
has a single operation, in other words, service 
name corresponds to operation name. The Bool-

ean Table 1 indicates the relationships between 
objects, otherwise known as services, and attri-
butes, otherwise known as keywords extracted 
from operation message parameters.

Such a table is called context (Ganter & 
Wille, 1999). A context is a triple C = (O, A, R), 
where O is a finite set of objects, A is a finite 
set of attributes, and R ⊆ O × A is a relation 
between O and A. For our purpose, we can define 
the context as a triple C = (O, A, R) where O is 
a set of service names, A is a set of keywords 
extracted from service textual descriptions 
(extracted from the UDDI registry of from the 
WSDL documentation tag), service operation 
names or from operation parameters, and R 
is the binary relationship which indicates the 
presence or absence of keywords into service 
interface/documentation.

If a pair (o, a) ∈ R, it can be said that 
object o has attribute a. Given a set of objects 
X ⊆ O,

σ(X) := {a ∈ A | ∀ o ∈ X : (o, a) ∈ R}

is the set of common attributes while, given 
Y ⊆ A,

τ(Y) := {o ∈ O | ∀ a ∈ Y : (o, a) ∈ R}

is the set of common objects.
In our example, σ({OperaMusicTicket, 

Cinema}) = {date, seat, time} and τ({concert}) 
= {MusicTicket, RockMusicTicket}.

A concept is a pair of sets (X, Y) where 
X ⊆ O is called the extent, Y ⊆ A is called the 
intent, and Y = σ(X), X = τ(Y). That is, a con-
cept is a maximal collection of objects sharing 

Table 1. Ticket booking example

concert date event location movie seat theater ticket time t-shirt
MusicTicket X X X
RockMusicTicket X X X X
OperaMusicTicket X X X X
Sport X X X
FootballSport X X X X
Cinema X X X X
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common attributes. The set of all concepts is 
denoted by B(O, A, R). 

In our example, ({MusicTicket, Rock-
MusicTicket}, {location, concert, ticket}) is a 
concept while ({MusicTicket, FootballSport}, 
{ticket}) is not a concept. In fact, while 
σ({MusicTicket, FootballSport}) = {ticket}, 
τ({ticket}) = {MusicTicket, RockMusicTicket, 
Sport, FootballSport}. Concepts for our ex-
ample are reported in Table 2.

Furthermore, a concept (X1, Y1) is a sub-
concept of another concept (X2, Y2) if X1 ⊆ X2. 
This imposes a partial order relation on B(O, 
A, R), and it can be written that (X1, Y1) ≤ (X1, 
Y1). The partial order relationship ≤ can be used 
to build a lattice, called concept lattice, where 
each node represents a concept. The concept 
lattice introduces a hierarchical clustering of 
objects and attributes, where upper concepts 
factor out common attributes, while lower 
concepts factor out common objects (more 
details can be found in the work of Ganter and 
Wille, [1999]). The lattice of our example is 
shown in Figure 1.

FCA advantage comes from its ability to 
show how the presence or absence of attributes 
in the documentation of an object distinguishes 
it from others. This is done by means of super-
concept/sub-concept relationships imposed 
by the above defined partial order relation. A 
concept lattice can well represent service names 
and keywords belonging to a specific domain, 

highlighting isA relationships between concepts 
and attributes. 

A service lattice can be exploited to high-
light the relationships existing between services 
described in the introduction. Let us suppose 
that the FCA algorithm locates services s1 and 
s2 on two concepts C1 and C2 of the lattice. This 
indicates that:

1. s1 and s2 are independent ⇔ ! ∃ Cc ≠ top 
| (C1 ⊆ Cc) ∧ (C2 ⊆ Cc). In other words 
the only super concept of C1 and C2 is the 
lattice top concept;

2. s1 and s2 share some features ⇔ ∃ Cc ≠ 
top | (C1 ⊆ Cc) ∧ (C2 ⊆ Cc) ∧ (C1 ⊄ C2) ∧ 
(C2 ⊄ C1). In other words, there exists a 
concept Cc that is a super concept of C1 
and C2, while C1 is not super concept of 
C2 nor vice versa; 

3. s2 provides additional features than s1 
⇔ C2 ⊂ C1, i.e., there exists an order 
relationship between ⇔ C1 ≡ C2;

4. s1 and s2 are fundamentally equivalent .

In a similar way, it is possible to use the 
lattice to represent relationships between service 
operations.

By observing the lattice in Figure 1, the fol-
lowing relationships can be easily inferred:

• A hierarchy between RockMusicTicket 
and MusicTicket, in other words, for a 

Table 2. Extent and intent of concepts in the service example

top ({MusicTicket, RockMusicTicket, OperaMusicTicket, Sport, FootballSport, Cinema}, Ø)
C1 ({OperaMusicTicket,Sport,FootballSport,Cinema}, {date})

C2 ({MusicTicket,RockMusicTicket,Sport,FootballSport}, {ticket })

C3 ({OperaMusicTicket,FootballSport,Cinema},{date,seat })

C4 ({Sport, FootballSport}, {date,event,ticket})

C5 ({MusicTicket, RockMusicTicket},{location,concert,ticket})

C6 ({OperaMusicTicket,Cinema}, {date,seat,time})

C7 ({OperaMusicTicket}, {date,seat,theater,time })

C8 ({Cinema},{date,movie,seat,time })

C9 ({FootballSport}, {date,event,seat,ticket})

C10 ({RockMusicTicket}, {concert,location,ticket,tshirt})

bottom (Ø,{concert,date,event,location,movie,seat,theater,ticket,time,tshirt})
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rock concert the buyer can also specify 
whether he or she wants to purchase a 
t-shirt too;

• FootballSport is a child of Sport; however, 
it has the seat parameter in common with 
other services, in other words, Opera and 
Cinema booking;

• Cinema and OperaMusicTicket share 
several parameters (e.g., time, date, and 
seat) while being distinguished by having 
the movie and theater name respectively. 
In this case, services appear as two nodes 
at the same level. A similar relationship 
also holds between Sport and Music 
booking.

In this example, if a user is interested in 
selecting a service for booking a concert ticket 
both the RockMusicTicket and MusicTicket ser-
vices are retrieved but without any additional 
information about their differences/commonali-
ties. Instead, observing the lattice in Figure 1 the 
user can easily understand that RockMusicTicket 
is a more specific service that allows also to 
buy a t-shirt.

Identifying Keywords From Service 
Documentation

A very important step in the proposed ap-
proach for service classification and selection is 
the preprocessing of WSDL interface in order 
to extract keywords representing attributes on 
which the lattice is built. This requires a three-
step process:

1. extracting words from service WSDL;
2. performing morphological analysis; 

and
3. indexing words and identifying key-

words.

Words Extraction
As it will be detailed later, depending on 

the granularity of the analysis to be performed, 
words can be extracted from different portions 
of the WSDL, for example:

• from the documentation tag;
• from operation and parameter names; 

or
• from field names extracted from complex 

types defined in the WSDL interface.

Figure 1. Lattice obtained from the ticket booking example
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The extracted words are then prepro-
cessed. Composite words may be split; this 
may be the case of operation and parameter 
names (e.g., “BookTicket”) where each part of 
a composite word starts with a capitalized letter. 
Clearly, there may be cases in which the split-
ting needs to be avoided, since the composite 
word has a precise meaning different from the 
separate words. The tool we have developed 
(see the “Tool Support” section) allows the 
user to enable/disable such a splitting feature. 
Successively, words are filtered by means of a 
stop-list, and normalized. The stop-list contains 
articles, prepositions, and in general words that 
are frequent in each query, and therefore not 
discriminant (“Web”, “service”, “SOAP”, plus 
a customized, domain specific list of further 
stop words).

Morphological Analysis Using WordNet
After words have been extracted from 

WSDLs, a morphological analysis is per-
formed. During this phase, verbs are brought 
back to infinitive, plurals to singulars, and so 
forth. This task is performed using WordNet. 
WordNet (Miller, 1995) is a lexical system that 
organizes English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 
adverbs into synonym sets, each representing 
one underlying lexical concept. The intuitive 
usage of WordNet is as dictionary and the-
saurus. Nevertheless, WordNet is also used as 
support for automatic text analysis; it is useful 
for determining semantic connections between 
sets of synonyms and for tracing morphological 
connections between words.

Words that are synonymous are grouped 
together in synonym sets, also referred to as 
synsets. Synsets are connected to each other 
through various semantic relations. The most 
important relations between nouns are the 
relations of hyponymy and hypernymy, which 
are transitive relations between synsets. The 
hypernymy relationship between synsets A and 
B means that B is a kind of A. Hypernymy and 
hyponymy are inverse relationships, so if A is 
a hypernym of B, then B is a hyponym of A. 
Usually each synset has only one hypernym, 
therefore this relation organizes WordNet 

into a hierarchical structure. Another pair of 
inverse relations that hold between nouns are 
the meronymy and the holonymy relations. If 
A is a holonym of B (or in other words B is a 
meronym of A), it means that B is a part of A. 
Actually, the WordNet dictionary has been used 
to automatically perform the stemming phase. 
The WordNet dictionary is also complemented 
with a customized thesaurus that ServiceEx-
plorer users can extend adding new terms and 
normalization rules.

In this context, WordNet’s ontology and 
relationships may further be exploited for:

• Exploiting the synonym sets to relate 
synonyms to a single attribute, improv-
ing the readability and usability of the 
lattice; (by using synsets it is possible to 
check whether different service descrip-
tions actually refer to the same concept 
in different words);

• WordNet offers an extensive ontology 
that can be used in order to define entire 
classes of concepts, rather than just single 
concept; using the hypernym/hyponym 
relation to cluster concepts belonging to 
the same hierarchy and using the mero-
nymy relation to cluster concepts that are 
meronyms of the given synset.

Clearly, a relevant advantage of the 
WordNet ontology is that it is generic enough 
to be applied to any set of services, without the 
constraint that they must share a common ontol-
ogy. Moreover, when necessary, WordNet can 
be easily extended (as we did in our approach). 
Nevertheless, our approach is not limited to 
the use of WordNet, but it can be applied us-
ing any other ontology, with the requisite that 
the ontology is shared by all the services to 
be analyzed. When services are developed by 
people belonging to different organization, this 
may or may not happen (in the latter case dif-
ferent terms can be used to indicate the same 
concept, or the same term could have different 
meanings). The lattice complexity can be also 
reduced using any ontology that presents at 
least an isA relation between its concepts. For 
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example, a domain specific ontology can be used 
to find hierarchical relations between concepts 
that are not present in WordNet.

Word Indexing and
Keyword Identification

Finally, after morphological analysis, au-
tomatic identification of keywords is performed 
applying a Vector Space metric to each word.

Vector Space IR models map each incom-
ing document and each query onto a vector 
(Harman, 1992). In our case, each element 
of the vector corresponds to a word (or term) 
in a vocabulary extracted from the service 
textual documentation. If |V| is the size of the 
vocabulary, i.e., the number of different words 
extracted from the examined documentation, 
then the vector di,1, di,2, ...di,|V| represents the 
document Di, with the j-th element di,j being a 
measure of the weight of the j-th term of the 
vocabulary in the document Di. Different mea-
sures have been proposed for this weight. We 
use a well known IR metric called tf–idf (Salton 
and Buckley, 1988). According to this metric, 
the j-th element di,j is derived from the term 
frequency tfi,j of the j-th term in the document 
Di and the inverse document frequency idfj of 
the term over the entire set of documents. The 
term frequency tfi,j is defined as:

i
ji DDocumenttheinwordsofNumberTotal

thjwordofsoccurrenceofNumbertf −
=,

The inverse document frequency idfj is 
defined as:

 
thjwordthecontainingDocumentsofNumber

DocumentsofNumberTotalidf j −
=

And the vector element di,j is:

di,j = tfi,j · log(idfj)

Compared to simple word frequency, the 
tf–idf metric permits to filter out (assigning them 
a low weight) both low frequency words (words 
appearing few times in the considered document 
and so not relevant) and words appearing in 

most of the documents of the considered set 
(non-discriminant words).

The discriminant words that will con-
stitute the attributes of the FCA context will 
be identified considering only words having 
for all the documents in the set a tf–idf weight 
above a prefixed threshold. Other words will 
be discarded. Once words have been filtered 
out (and thus keywords identified), the context 
can be identified as the inclusion relationship 
of keywords into documents.

Comprehension Levels
As announced before, depending on the 

service documentation used to build the concept 
lattices, different relationships between the 
considered services or the operations of a given 
service can be highlighted. By analyzing these 
relationships, different levels of comprehension 
of the considered services can be done:

1. The first level of representation (see 
examples in sections “Building Service 
Lattices From Free-Text Documenta-
tion” and “Service Interface Analysis”) 
aims to show how each of the services in 
the retrieved set is related to keywords 
extracted from related textual documenta-
tion. This one may include any form of 
text coming with service documentation 
(generic descriptions, operation descrip-
tions, operation names, etc.). Obviously 
the preprocessing step of the proposed 
approach plays an important role: only 
meaningful words (keywords) must be 
included in the context and the other 
discarded. As already described, to auto-
matically perform this step, words having 
a low tf–idf weight are pruned, under the 
assumption that they are considered not 
relevant for building the concept lat-
tice;

2. In the second level of representation (see 
example in the section “Comprehending a 
Complex Service”), an analysis of service 
interfaces is performed. To understand 
relationships between the operations of a 
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service, a concept lattice can either be built 
upon operation textual documentation 
(as done for services) or upon operation 
parameters. In particular, it is possible to 
consider input parameters, output param-
eters, or both. Parameters extracted from 
request messages are considered opera-
tion inputs, while parameters extracted 
from response messages are considered 
operation outputs. Analyzing separately 
input and output parameters is useful to 
understand service behavior, for example 
when a service integrator designs a com-
posite service;

3. Whenever a service presents a complex 
interface, undiscovered concepts may 
be highlighted by a deeper analysis of 
its interface. This third level of com-
prehension (see example in the section 
“Understanding Types”) is performed 
by building a formal concept upon object 
types defined in the WSDL. The lattice 
is built from a context where objects are 
complex types and attributes are simple 
types composing complex types.

TOOL SUPPORT
To support the proposed approach, we 

have built a tool, Service Explorer1, which en-

ables the browsing of services using a concept 
lattice. Given a set of related services, the tool 
analyzes their interfaces (as detailed previ-
ously) and represents them as a lattice. The 
tool provides several querying and browsing 
features, such as:

• Navigating across services, scored with 
respect to a textual or QoS query: as shown 
in Figure 2, by clicking on the buttons 
“Previous” and “Next” the user can visit 
the lattice according to the relevance score 
with respect to a textual query specified 
using a text field placed in the upper 
part of the tool window. Also, the user 
can select services by directly clicking 
on lattice nodes, or using the list on the 
left-side of the window;

• Highlighting services having some rela-
tionships with another, given, service. As 
shown in Figure 2, when the user selects 
a service, only the lattice partition con-
nected to the service is highlighted, while 
the rest of lattice is grayed. Much in the 
same way, when selecting a concept, all 
services sharing that concept (i.e., set of 
features) are highlighted;

• Restricting the set of services to browse: 
Figure 3 shows a lattice obtained restrict-
ing services in Figure 2 using both a tex-

Figure 2. Service Explorer tool: Browsing services
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tual query (e.g., all the services containing 
the word “book”' in their description) and 
QoS constraints (e.g.,,Response time < 
10); 

• Allowing the user to remove from the 
lattice unwanted services and to store 
into a repository a selection of services 
that can be useful; and

• Visualizing the WSDL.

The tool has been implemented in Java, 
extending the tool ConExp2. The original tool 
implements the FCA algorithm and graphical 
features: it is able to draw concept lattices 
starting from a context table edited by the 
user. We extended the tool adding the follow-
ing features:

• WSDL parsing capabilities: Keywords 
(lattice attributes) can be extracted from 
WSDL using operations documentation 
or parameter names (input, output, or 
input/output);

• Automatic extraction of words from 
services’ documentation using IR Vector 
Spaces technique and WordNet API: The 
concept lattice is automatically built from 

a list of documents (free text or WSDL) 
that can be retrieved from local files or 
from the network; and

• The querying, browsing and selection 
capabilities above described.

CASE STUDIES

Case Studies Description
Four sets of services were used to evaluate 

the proposed approach:

1. 18 services related to the credit card do-
main, downloaded from different UDDI 
registries;

2. 28 services related to the mail domain, 
also downloaded from different UDDI 
registries;

3. 14 service WSDLs, each one containing 
a single operation, used for the composi-
tion context of the EEE 2005 conference3. 
The services provide features such as 
searching for hotels, restaurants, doctors, 
apartments, theaters, reserving apart-
ments or hotel rooms, scheduling doctors, 
purchasing books and movie tickets.

Figure 3. Service Explorer tool: Restricting the set of services to browse
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4. A hotel booking service4 containing 
several related operations and defining 
some complex types used by operations. 
Characteristics of the hotel booking 
WSDL are summarized in Table 3.

The first two case studies have been used 
to assess the first level of comprehension (i.e., 
building a lattice from free text extracted from 
the WSDL documentation tag). The third case 
study has been used to show how it is possible 
to build a lattice relating service operation 
parameters. Finally, the fourth case study has 
been used to show how the concept lattice can 
be used to understand the relationships existing 
between operations of a complex service, as 
well as to understand types defined as XML-
schemas in the WSDL.

Building Service Lattices From
Free-Text Documentation

Figure 4 shows a service lattice obtained 
extracting keywords from documents related 
to the ‘’Credit Card’’ set of services (first case 
study). The more generic concepts (referred as 
top concepts) are placed in the higher part of 
the lattice (card, credit, Visa, Mastercard, etc.). 
The lattice easy permits to find, for example, 
services that both support Visa or Mastercard 
(service11 and service6). service6 is considered 
as a service that offers a more specific feature 
than service11 because, according to its descrip-
tion, it can validate credit card numbers, while 
service11 does not advertise such a feature. 
Actually, the descriptions of the two services 
appear as follows:

• service11: “Generic Web service for 
VISA, MasterCard”

• service6: “Validate MasterCard, and 
VISA credit card numbers”

If a user is selecting a service for credit card 
payment, a discovery task would lead to both 
service11 and service6, without highlighting the 
fact that service6 is more specific. When using 
Service Explorer, the user is provided with the 
lattice in Figure 4, and can easily understand 
the difference between the services.

Table 3. Characteristics of the hotel booking 
service

Messages 40

Operations 9

SimpleTypes 9

ComplexTypes 43

Figure 4. Concept lattice of services: The credit card example
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Going further in the lattice analysis, it can 
be noted that while both service16 and service1 
allow payments using credit cards, service16 
can be used to validate credit cards and it seems 
to be more specific than service1. This reflects 
what is specified in their description:

• service1: “credit card (whole text is: Of-
fering loans and credit cards to consum-
ers)”

• service16: “accept card credit validate 
valid (whole text is “Will accept and 
validate a credit card number. Returns 
true for a valid number and returns false 
for an invalid number”)”

Note that word relevance depends on the 
tf–idf metric. If a word appears only in one 
document, it is pruned (“loans”, “consumer”, 
“invalid”). Other words have also been stopped. 
According to the proposed approach, new 
concepts are added to the lattice when terms 
appear in more than one document. Therefore, 
if a new service description containing the word 
consumer is used to expand the lattice, a new 
concept will be added, and the lattice structure 
will change.

Figure 5 shows a more complex example 
of services lattice for the mail domain (second 
case study). In this lattice, the words mail, 
email, send, address, server and even hotmail 
are classified as top concepts. This example 
also shows how it is possible to identify which 
services are more specific than others. For 
example, while both service14 and service15 
can verify if a hotmail or a yahoo user exists, 
service15 is also free.

Service Interface Analysis
At a first stage, we may want to understand 

relationships between different services. Figure 
6 reports the lattice obtained from operation 
parameters extracted from services of the third 
case study.

The lattice shows several useful relation-
ships between services. Services (represented 
as black circles and labeled with white labels) 
performing the same type of task are clustered 

under the same concept. For example, schedul-
ing services are grouped as sub-concepts of the 
concept containing the term schedule (terms 
representing parameters, or words extracted 
form parameters, are represented as grey labels). 
Services used for search purposes (findClose...) 
are clustered under the common concept labeled 
with the terms cust (customer) and address (to 
find an airport, the address is not relevant); credit 
card clusters purchasing services. Much in the 
same way, the terms reserve and rental group 
reservation and rental services. Finally, terms 
such as hotel, book, or doctor group services 
belonging to the same domain.

If a user wants to focus on the services 
related to the book domain, s/he only needs to 
select the book concept on the lattice provided 
by Service Explorer. This will highlight the frag-
ment of lattice related to this domain and then 
he or she can easily understand the relationships 
among the services in the subset. 

It is important to note that multiple inheri-
tances, possible in a lattice (while not in a tree 
obtained with hierarchical clustering) permit to 
identify different categorizations of the same 
service. For example: the service purchaseBook 
is a purchasing service and a book-related ser-
vice; reserveRental permits both reservation and 
rental operations; createItinerary involves both 
finding and hotel and renting a car.

Comprehending a Complex Service
When a service is particularly complex, 

it is possible to understand relationships exist-
ing between service operations. The lattice in 
Figure 7 relates hotel booking service operations 
(fourth case study) with their documentation. 
In some cases a similar lattice can be obtained 
extracting terms from operation parameters. 
The lattice highlights service operations and 
parameters used by each operation. It is worth 
noticing that, while terms in the documentation 
were preprocessed, this was not the case for 
parameters (that were not split, to permit their 
visualization as-is in the lattice).

The lattice shows the following informa-
tion:
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Figure 5. Concept lattice of services: The mail domain
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• Operations are decoupled (they all appear 
at the same level in the lattice). Here a 
hierarchy between operations could have 
indicated a possible case of overload-
ing;

• A few attributes are shared by more 
operations: for example, DeleteBooking 

and CancelBooking share {boolean, 
success, and failure}; (i.e., the return 
type and the two words describing the 
meaning of the return type itself). Much in 
the same way, GetBooking and GetAvail-
ability share the term {array}; GetUse-
rID and GetUserIDParameterised share 
{useridresponse} (in both cases, the 
shared term represents the return type);

• Request and response message param-
eters can be easily identified, leading to 
the possibility to perform query-based 
searches in order to find operations or 
parameters.

Understanding Types
Let us suppose we want to understand the 

types involved in an operation of the Hotel Ser-
vice, in particular the GetAvailability operation. 
To this aim, we analyzed all the complex types 
(recursively) involved in the message, and built, 
as explained in the section “Comprehension 
Levels” the lattice from the context holding 
between complex types (objects) and simple 
types composing them (attributes). The obtained 
lattice is shown in Figure 8. The lattice highlights 
hierarchies between simple and composed types. 
For example, it can be noted that the complex 
type AvailabilityRoomChildrenRequest appears 
as an ancestor of ArrayAvailabilityRoom-Chil-
drenRequest (see left side of Figure 8). Also, 
it is possible to see which are the simple types 
(node attributes) composing each complex 
type and to highlight simple types shared by 
two or more complex types. For example, the 
stay simple type is needed by complex types 
AvailabilityRoomChildrenRequest, ArrayOfA-
vailabilityRoomChildrenRequest, Availability-
Request, AvailabilityRoomNightResponse and 
ArrayOfAvailabilityRoomNightResponse.

RELATED WORK
During the development of service-ori-

ented systems the most relevant issue is the 
discovery of the services already available 
that could fit the user requirements. Service 
discovery may be accomplished by first retriev-
ing a number of potentially useful services 

Figure 6. Identifying relationships between 
different services
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matching their description against the require-
ment specification of the required service, and 
then refining the selection by understanding 
the documentation and the interfaces of the 
retrieved services. Jones et al. (2005) report a 
new requirements process that deals with emerg-
ing challenges for systems development with 
Web services. Although some work has been 
done in the field of service classification and 
browsing, there is still the lack of proper tool 
support for this. In particular, most of the exist-

ing approaches or tools are basically limited to 
the browsing/understanding of a single service, 
while they are not able to highlight relationships 
existing between different services. Bianchini, 
Antonellis, and Melchiorri (2003) propose an 
ontology-based method to classify e-Services 
into three different layers according to semantic 
relationships that can be semi-automatically 
derived from the Service descriptions.

Patil, Oundhakar, Sheth, and Verma 
(2004) propose MWSAF (METEOR-S Web 

Figure 7. Understanding operations of a complex service

 

Figure 8. Understanding types
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Service Annotation Framework), which uses a 
combination of lexical and structural similarity 
measures. They assume that the user’s inten-
tion is not to annotate similar services with a 
common ontology, rather they also address the 
problem of choosing the right domain ontology 
among a set of ontologies. Differently from 
them, the present work i) uses FCA to identify 
relationships between annotations of different 
services and operations and ii) allows to also 
extract keywords from free-text documentation, 
very often the best (or only) source of informa-
tion available.

Heß, Johnston, and Kushmerick (2004) 
propose ASSAM, a machine-learning-based 
tool that assists a user in creating semantic 
metadata for Web services. ASSAM is intended 
for service consumers who want to integrate a 
number of services and therefore must annotate 
them according to some shared ontology, or for 
service producers who have deployed a Web 
service and want to make it compatible with 
an existing ontology. 

Syeda-Mahmood et al. (2005) explore 
the use of domain-independent and domain-
specific ontologies for service discovery using 
the service descriptions. Similarly to our work, 
the domain-independent relationships are de-
rived using a thesaurus after tokenization and 
part-of-speech tagging. The domain-specific 
ontological similarity is derived by inferring 
the semantic annotations supposed to be as-
sociated with Web service descriptions using 
an ontology. Another approach for computing 
the similarity between Web services, annotated 
with an OWL-S ontology, is proposed by Hau 
et al. (2005). 

The INFRAWEBS European project (IN-
FRAWEBS, 2005) deals with the bridging of 
Web services and semantic Web technologies, 
exploiting an ontology and similarity-based 
organizational memory and tools for extracting 
and retrieving specific knowledge and informa-
tion for semantic Web services. Also, A survey 
on the ongoing development towards Semantic 
Web architecture can be found in Alesso and 
Smith (2004).

UML based representation of Web services 
are examined in a number of works. Marcos, 
de Castro, and Vela (2003) proposed an UML 
extension for the representation of WSDL. Sk-
ogan, Gronmo, and Solheim (2004) proposed to 
use UML activity models to generate executable 
specifications of composite Web services. Jiang, 
Lipponen, Selonen, and Systä (2005) presented 
an approach that provides UML-based support 
to model and compare WSDL descriptions. The 
main idea is that UML class diagram notation is 
expected to make the service descriptions easier 
to comprehend by a software engineer. 

Research issues related to service com-
prehension have been highlighted by Gold and 
Bennett (2004), by Bennett and Xu (2003), and 
by Gold, Knight, Mohan, and Munro (2004) for 
program comprehension, evidencing as they 
are crucial if software is constructed in form of 
Web services. In particular, Gold et al. (2004) 
identified some of the most relevant problem 
related to the understanding of service-oriented 
systems, such as the differences between the 
user organization and the provider organization, 
the lack of visibility of the source code, of the 
supplied network and of the software state, and 
the lack of appropriate tools.

In order to address some of the above 
mentioned issues, we propose the use of FCA 
to comprehend Web service interfaces. FCA has 
been applied to different software engineering 
tasks, such as program comprehension and 
reengineering. An overview of FCA applied to 
software reengineering problems was shown by 
Snelting (2000) in his seminal work, where he 
used FCA in several remodularization problems 
such as exploring configuration spaces, trans-
forming class hierarchies, and remodularizing 
Cobol systems. An approach for extracting 
modules from a concept lattice was proposed 
by Siff and Reps (1999), which also presented 
an algorithm to recover partitions from a con-
cept lattice. Dekel and Gil (2003) used FCA 
to comprehend a class structure, analyzing the 
context built upon the use relationship between 
methods and attributes. Similarly with the 
authors, we build a lattice upon Web service 
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operation fields to understand the relationships 
between Web services and between service 
operations. Arévalo, Ducasse, and Nierstrasz 
(2005) applied FCA to automatically detect 
recurring dependency schemas in class hierar-
chies mapping object-oriented dependencies to 
the formal framework of FCA.

Concept lattices are particularly useful to 
discover the “hidden semantic” behind a data set. 
In fact, it makes the conceptual structure visible 
and accessible, determining the keywords which 
relate different data items. Such relationships 
may, in turn, exhibit patterns, regularities, 
exceptions, and so on. Overall, the lattice can 
help in ontology processing such as building, 
structuring, refining, merging, mapping etc. Up 
to now, some work has been done in the field of 
automatic support for ontology building.

Similarities can be found between our 
approach and FCA-based approaches for 
ontology building, merging and browsing. An 
example of using FCA in ontology merging 
has been proposed by Maedche and Stumme 
(2001). However, few papers investigated the 
possibility of using FCA in ontology building 
and structuring. Cimiano, Staab, and Tane 
(2003) discuss how FCA can be used to sup-
port ontology engineering and how ontologies 
can be exploited in FCA applications. They 
present the method “FCA-Merge” for merging 
ontologies following a bottom–up approach. 
Haav (2003) presented an approach, based on 
Natural Language Processing, for the automatic 
or semiautomatic discovery of domain-specific 
ontologies from free text. Kim and Compton 
(2001) propose an ontology browsing mecha-
nism relying on FCA and incremental knowl-
edge acquisition mechanisms. JBraindead 
In-formation Retrieval System (Eklund, 2004) 
combines a free–text search engine that uses 
FCA to organize the results of a query. This work 
showed that conceptual lattices can be very use-
ful to group relevant information in a free-text 
search task. Noy, Fergerson, and Musen (2000) 
describe the knowledge model of Protege 2000, 
an ontology-editing and knowledge-acquisition 
environment. Tao developed a Protege 2000 

FCA-based plug-in 5 for the building and main-
tenance of ontologies. Moreover, Carpineto and 
Romano (2004) examine the best features of 
FCA to address IR tasks and present a system, 
CREDO, to query Web documents and browse 
them using a concept lattice.

In a companion paper (Bruno, Canfora, Di 
Penta, & Scognamiglio, 2005), the authors have 
described an approach for service classification 
using Support Vector Machines (SVM) and to 
support service annotation and ontology build-
ing using FCA. In that work FCA was applied to 
service documentation for identifying concepts 
with the aim of building a domain ontology and 
semantically annotating the services. In addition 
to that, the present work introduces:

• different comprehension levels, in other 
words, the possibility of analyzing re-
lationships between services, between 
operations of the same service, and to 
understand types defined in a WSDL;

• as a consequence of the above three 
comprehension level, keyword extraction 
is not limited to free text documentation, 
but can be applied to operation input and 
output parameters and to fields contained 
with type definitions;

• a service browsing tool named Service 
Explorer is described; and 

• results from two new case studies are 
presented.

CONCLUSION AND
WORK–IN–PROGRESS

This paper presented an approach to sup-
port service understanding during the early 
stages of a service-oriented development pro-
cess. Actually, basic service discovery mecha-
nisms do not provide any information about 
the relationships existing between the retrieved 
services but are limited to the production of a 
list of services relevant to a query. We showed 
how these relationships can be derived by lat-
tices built using Formal Concept Analysis upon 
WSDL interfaces. In particular, lattices help 
to understand similarities between services, 
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inheritance relationships and, in general, to 
identify common characteristics. The devel-
oped tool, Service Explorer, supports service 
understanding providing browsing and query-
ing features. 

Since the lattice is built upon keywords 
extracted from service documentation or from 
operation parameters, it is not guaranteed that 
the extracted relationships may or may not 
reflect the actual service or operation behavior. 
However, when no further source of informa-
tion is available (such as semantic specifica-
tion) a structured representation of the textual 
documentation or of the relationships between 
parameters can still give a rough idea of the 
service or operation’s purpose.

The different case studies presented in the 
paper showed the applicability of the approach 
at different levels of detail (understanding a set 
of services from their documentation and from 
operation parameters, understanding a single 
complex service, and understanding complex 
types defined within a WSDL interface). 

A further possibility of using this tool, 
still to be investigated, is related to the sup-
port for service semantic annotation. While it 
is clear that a completely automatic ontology 
or semantic annotation building is unfeasible, 
by highlighting relationships between services, 
the tool can help to build and refine the service 
semantic annotation. By looking at the lattice, 
the publisher can find that some keywords may 
simply make the service annotation heavier, 
or even misleading. Thus, it can be decided 
to remove or replace these keywords. When 
a service developer publishes some services, 
he or she is aware of the genericity/specificity 
of the services. If this is not reflected in the 
lattice, it means that service descriptions are 
misleading or incomplete. More generally, if the 
Web service textual description is incomplete, 
too generic or containing phrases not properly 
related to the service features, it may be hard to 
automatically classify it and to find the correct 
position in the concept lattice. 

Much in the same way, let us suppose 
that some domain-specific services have been 
already published and semantically annotated 

according to a specific ontology, and that we 
want to publish a new service. By using proper 
tools, such as the FCA plug-in for Protege 2000, 
it can be possible to extract a context from the 
ontology. If we add a row, representing key-
words extracted from the new service to such a 
context, and then we build a lattice using FCA, 
we will be able to immediately highlight how 
our service can be annotated with respect to the 
ontology and, if necessary, how the ontology 
could be maintained. 

Future work will be dedicated to improve 
the proposed technique, in particular with 
regards to further exploiting the WordNet 
ontology features, for example for computing 
similarities between services or operations. 
The proposed approach will also be applied to 
support testing activities, by identifying, for 
example, when regression test suites need to 
be maintained as a consequence of the service 
interface change. Also, it would be interesting, 
given some services selected on the lattice, to 
allow the user discover, through UDDI regis-
tries, other similar services. Finally, we plan 
to conduct a controlled experiment to quanti-
tatively measure the benefits that can be gained 
by using concept lattices for service browsing 
and understanding. 
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